TCP Medical

Clinic-System

Clinic-System for the Right Temperature in the Ward
Whether pain medications, antibiotics, cytostatic drugs, or other types of medicine, hospital pharmacies need to get

Clean System Solution

important medications to patients in the ward or other locations uncompromised, often in a short period of time. The

The Clinic-System is the ideal solution for more than just the optimal temperature. The boxes for temperature-controlled

challenge: the medications are frequently temperature sensitive, while the hospitals are large, the routes long, and the

transport close up tight and feature additional sealing with a lining and closure seal, thus ensuring reliable leakage pro-

temperature conditions along the way dependent on the time of year and distance.

tection at all times. Because the overall system solution is made of durable EPP, it can be used repeatedly, effectively
cleaned, and still maintains its clean appearance in everyday hospital use.

Optimal Temperature Guaranteed
That’s where the Storopack Clinic-System comes in: the tailored segment solution for hospitals ensures that life-saving,
temperature sensitive medications such as cytostatic drugs reach the ward at the appropriate temperature. This is made
possible by the proven phase change material (PCM) technology of the accumulators made of robust, hard plastic,

The Benefits at a Glance

whose melting range is located precisely inside the temperature ranges of 2 to 8°C or 15 to 25°C.
▪▪ Just the right temperature: optimal temperature range thanks to PCM accumulators
▪▪ Leakproof: boxes close up tight and feature additional sealing
▪▪ Robust: EPP boxes can be used repeatedly
▪▪ Clean: the material can be effectively disinfected
▪▪ Straightforward: colored markings reveal contents and application at a glance
▪▪ Cost-effective: repeated use reduces costs and conserves resources
▪▪ Simple: all system components can be reordered individually but also fit together
▪▪ Practical: orders can be picked and placed directly in the plastic tray saving time while the
accumulator reaches the optimum temperature before also being placed inside the box
▪▪ Flexible: depending on content volume, a 12 or 27-liter box can be selected

The system solution consists of very few, optimally
coordinated components that can be used repeatedly
and reordered individually.If the box needs to be replaced,
the accumulators and closures can still be used.

Simple to Tell Apart

Colored specks specify the application and contents of the boxes, so that, for instance,
boxes for cytostatic drugs can be identified at a glance.
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